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Design


Tools

Figma  

Adobe CC Suite


Webflow


Wix



Skills

User research and synthesis 

Prototyping


Wireframing 


Information architecture 

User interviews and testing 

UX/UI design


Responsive web design


Experience

DEVELOPMENT


JavaScript,  Python,  Java, 

HTML,  CSS,  Django, React, 

Spring Boot,  Node.js,  

jQuery,  JSON,  API, MySQL,  

MongoDB, Github, Postman,  

VS Code, Spring Tool Suite


Languages


English/Korean bilingual 

EDUCATION


Coding Dojo  


UX/UI Design 



Coding Dojo


Full Stack Software 

Development



Cornish College of Arts        


Fine Arts


Technical Recruiter | Insight Global

2021 - 202

 Sourced, assessed and hired qualified candidates
 Developed relationships with candidates to understand their skills and  

match to a positio
 Stayed organized in managing numerous candidates throughout the on-

boarding process  


IT Recruiter | BTI Solutions

2021 - 202

 Reviewed and revised resumes before sending them to the employer
 Stayed organized in managing multiple positions and coordinating with 

numerous candidates.



UX/UI Designer | Claira 

2022 - 202

 Designed Claira’s onboarding process dashboar
 Wrote user interview questions and conducted user interview
 Identified UX issues for propose design recommendation
 Designed low and mid fidelity wireframes


UX/UI Designer | Workarise

2022 - 202

 Designing a project management platfor

 Created visually appealing and consistent interfaces that aligned with the 

Workarise brand. Components include calendar, messaging, and email 

features

 Applied UX/UI best practices and thoughtfully implemented them in design 

challenge

 Collaborated with stakeholders to ensure a cohesive and user centered 

design proces

 Designed home, pricing, career, contact and tool detail landing pages for 

workarise.com


UX/UI Designer | Spicy Tribe

2022 - 202

 Designing a website for a reproductive fertility center
 Used Wix to create interactive designs and build the website end to end. 


UX/UI designer who loves to create delightful user experience 
and challenge to solve creative problems with the combination 
of software development skills and an eye for good design. 


